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This project examines the social aspects of employing Distributed Energy (DE) within the Small and Medium
Enterprise (SME) sector in the South Coast region of Western Australia. Two analytical dimensions have been
adopted: first, a micro perspective involves evaluating the feasibility and impact of deploying a variety of DE
technologies sited in regional communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote sustainable energy
use. The second macro-level aspect involves integrating community-level understandings of DE deployment
within the larger socio-political context of Western Australia’s energy policy arena.
Following is a status report of the milestones for Year Two of stage three to enable quantitative data collection
of the small and medium enterprises’ perspectives to the issues related to deployment of distributed energy
technologies in the regions.
Note that the project commenced in February 2008 ahead of the official launch of the IGrid Cluster in July 2008.

1

‘Community as researcher’ model in micro site: Denmark.

The community as researcher model as proposed in the original research design has not now been adopted for
this project. As Dr Costello was invited to attend a pre-existing community network the South Coast Power
Working Group (SCPWG) convened by Western Power to plan the future energy needs of the Denmark
community, this involvement has resulted in adoption of a different research design. To promote its
commitment to public participation, Western Power initiated a community engagement process to plan the
community’s future energy initiatives towards smart grid and embedded generation solutions. As this multisector stakeholder group is technologically highly informed and identified as a representative community group,
it provided Dr Costello with extensive opportunities to collect contextual understandings of the planning process
towards low energy technological solutions. In view of this development the community as researcher model
was considered unnecessary as the community members were already contributing key information about the
acceptance, and the factors related to the deployment of distributed energy solutions.

2.

Base line review of Denmark & Albany -Existing data

Dr Costello has conducted a base line review of existing Local Government Area ABS statistics of the Shire of
Denmark and City of Albany. The Stronger Communities Research Centre’s data base of the regions relevant to
this study have also been reviewed to gain clearer understandings of the demographic, social, economic,
political, cultural and environmental differences of the two communities. A literature review has also been
conducted on studies conducted in the regions by other researchers.

3.

Micro site research – Survey of Denmark SMEs
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Based on information gained from participation in the SCPWG and from qualitative interviews conducted with
key community stakeholders in Denmark and Albany a survey instrument has been constructed to gain
understandings about the circumstances faced by the SMEs sector with regard to acceptance and deployment of
intelligent grid and distributed energy solutions. The survey seeks to gain the SMEs perspective of future IG-DE
solutions for the regions including their beliefs and attitudes towards the environment, their community and
climate change awareness. It is currently being assessed for approval by the Curtin University Human Research
Ethics Committee. The survey has now been uploaded onto a ‘Survey Monkey’ platform and when ethics
approval is received letters of invitation will be sent to key business organizations for distribution to their
members. Prior to this invitation the Research Fellow will alert all key community organizations and the local
media to the SMEs survey and a detailed letter will follow outlining the components of the survey and the
benefits of this data to the regions, for the business community and to decision-makers will be highlighted. (see
further below).
Please note that there will be a delay with the administration of the SMEs survey as negotiations are currently
proceeding with key community stakeholders in the region. Upon Dr Costello’s return from the US IAEE
Conference on July 3rd more definite arrangements will proceed to ensure that the administration of the SMEs
survey will commence in the month of August, 2009.

4.

Macro site research

As highlighted previously the survey instrument has been developed to gain the perspective of two SME
communities. While the Denmark SME survey represents the micro-level perspective of the IG-DE issues, the
SMEs survey of the City of Albany forms part of the macro site phase of the study. It is expected that the survey
data collection phase will be completed by mid July 2009 when Dr Costello returns from the San Francisco
energy conference on July 3rd. During the month of July Dr Costello will write up the research proposal for ethics
approval of the macro level phase of the study.
Upon receiving ethics approval Dr Costello will then make preliminary contact with key leaders in the energy
network in Perth to arrange for either face to face or phone interviews to gain a socio-political understanding of
the factors influencing the transition toward IG-DE policy and technological solutions.

5.

Milestone Report

As highlighted in the cluster project plan this milestone report is completed to comply with the requirements of
Milestone three.

6.

Base line analysis

The base line analysis of existing data will commence when the survey has been completed by the SMEs sector
and a preliminary report of this phase will be written in due course upon Dr Costello’s return from the Energy
Conference in San Francisco on July 5, 2009.

7.

Integration with ongoing research in region

When the quantitative phase of the data collection with the SMEs sector is completed Dr Costello will integrate
previous findings of research in the region as part of the preliminary analysis stage upon her return from San
Francisco on July 5, 2009.
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8.

Journal articles commenced – Attendance at US IAEE Conference.

Dr Costello’s extended abstract to the US International Association for Energy Economics (IAEE) Conference in
San Francisco on June 21 to 24, 2009 has been accepted. Professor Daniela Stehlik and Dr Diane Costello
express sincere appreciation for the significant funds provided by Terry Jones, IG-DE Theme Leader to travel to
this key energy conference. The balance of funds for Dr Costello’s attendance has been drawn from funds
receipts through the Research Performance Index Grant Scheme at Curtin University. A proceedings paper has
been written for this IAEE Conference and this will form the basis of two papers that will be targeted for a
journal publication. It is proposed that one paper will target the governance aspect of public participation
within the energy sector and the other paper will focus on correlating beliefs, attitudes and energy related
behaviours toward climate change adaptation.
9.

Other Research Related Activities and Developments

9.1

South Coast Power Working Group (SCPWG – Denmark)

Dr Costello attended the SCPWG meeting in Denmark on February 9th and observed another community
engagement process undertaken by Western Power to plan strategies for distributed generation and education
programs for demand side management. This meeting also gave Dr Costello the opportunity to gain further
understanding of the governance process for future analysis for this project and to provide feedback to Western
Power.
9.2

Denmark & Albany Community Forums - February 6, 2009

Dr Costello liased with the Chair of the Changing Futures Advisory Group of South Coast NRM Inc and high
profile member of the Denmark community, Dr Louise Duxbury, to organize two community forums for
Professor Stuart White as a key-note speaker to promote IG-DE research and current developments. The
Denmark forum was held at the Centre for Sustainable Living and the Albany forum was held at the South Coast
NRM Inc where key regional leaders were present. In spite of the short time frame to organize the events the
community forums in Denmark and Albany were well attended and Professor White delivered presentations of
the IG-DE research cluster and findings relevant for encouraging local uptake of IG-DE technological solutions.
Dr Costello took the opportunity to alert forum attendees of the upcoming SMEs survey which sought to
understand the factors that contributed to their energy related issues. At the conclusion of the Denmark forum
Greens MLC Member for the South West region, Paul Llewellyn expressed his wish to promote the research
cluster to the State government level and organized a meeting at Parliament House for both Professor Stuart
White and Dr Costello to meet with the energy Minister Paul Collier. The meeting was organized for May 7th and
this event is reported on below.
9.3

Meeting with Western Power – March 4, 2009

Dr Costello and Professor Stuart White attended a meeting with Western Power management to inform them of
the diversity of the research being undertaken by the IG-DE cluster and discuss the possibilities for future
collaboration. Western Power was very keen to maintain contact with both Professor White and Dr Costello to
increase their knowledge about the networks of experts in the field. While Western Power has been in constant
communication with both Professor White and Dr Costello to gain further knowledge about IG-DE
developments including community engagement processes, to date there have been no discussions about
funding research collaborations with project 5 of the research cluster.
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9.4

Meeting with Western Power Management March 12, 2009

Professor Daniela Stehlik and Dr Diane Costello attended a meeting with Western Power management on March
4, 2009 to discuss the current status of Dr Costello’s sponsorship to travel to the SCPWG meetings and formalize
discussions about any future research collaboration. The meeting concluded with Dr Costello providing verbal
feedback on the community engagement process and then discussions would follow about the possibility of any
further research collaboration. It was also agreed at this meeting that Dr Costello would provide a presentation
to Western Power of the findings of the CE project late in April (see below).
9.5

Community Engagement Feedback to Western Power – April 29th

To provide Western Power with an evaluation of their community engagement process Dr Costello undertook a
survey of the members of the SCPWG committee in mid March to gain their perspective of the process. A
detailed analysis of the community engagement process was then undertaken based on the survey findings, the
‘governance literature’ and Dr Costello’s observations and research experience. Western Power’s management
and the Intelligent Grid team were invited to a presentation held on April 29th where the evaluation and
recommendations to enhance community representation, feedback and follow up with the larger community
was presented. The management team expressed appreciation of the detailed level of analysis and
recommendations and the written form of the report has been sent to Western Power to meet the obligations
of their sponsorship. It should be noted that a formal letter of appreciation from Western Power has been
sought to ensure that Dr Costello’s contribution has been recognised. However this has not been received at the
time of writing this Milestone Report. In addition, despite various attempts, Western Power has not formally
indicated of their wish to formally contribute to the IGrid project and Dr Costello’s study. In the second half of
this year, Dr Costello will no longer be involved in the CE project in Denmark, or be funded through Western
Power for travel to the region.
9.6
May 4th SCPWG Meeting – Professor White’s Presentation & Response to Community
Engagement Findings
Dr Costello’s attendance at the SCPWG meeting in Denmark on May 4th was again sponsored by Western Power
to observe the group’s response to the community engagement evaluation. At this meeting Professor Stuart
White also presented key arguments in favour of IG-DE deployment. At this meeting the recommendations
made by Dr Costello were put forward to the meeting (as presented to Western Power in April ) and a number
of changes were then adopted to the community engagement process to ensure diverse representation, wider
community feedback and a greater accountability for the decision making process.
9.6

Energy Minister Peter Collier – Meeting May 7, 2009

A meeting with the W.A. Energy Minister Mr Peter Collier was organized with proposed attendance from Mr
Paul Llewellyn MLC, Professor White and Dr Costello at Parliament House on May 7, 2009.
However, it is understood that a request from the Minister’s office for a smaller group resulted in Dr Costello
not attending the meeting. Mr Paul Llewellyn MLC and Professor Stuart White did attend. To date we are still
waiting advice on the issues covered and/or any future impact on the Western Australian energy community.
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9.7

IG-DE Industry Forum - Perth, October, 21, 2009.

The date for the Industry Forum has been set for Wednesday, October 21, 2009 and the theme “Emerging
Intelligent Grid – Distributed Energy Solutions” has been decided by Professor Stehlik and Dr Costello. The date
and the theme have been accepted and noted by Terry Jones, Stuart White and Louise Boronyak. The venue,
the “Function Centre” located at Technology Park Bentley has been booked and paid for by Curtin University and
Louise Boronyak has been notified. Dr Costello is currently preparing a comprehensive list of invitees as well as
compiling a few paragraphs for the Industry Forum flyer which will be forwarded to Louise Boronyak in due
course.
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